Abstract . The analysis of interference is a popular topic in sociolinguistics, and the researchers addressing it investigate the phenomena of interference with a special regard to mother tongue texts of speakers living in a linguistic minority . In order to analyse the phenomenon, one needs to be clear about the identity of the author of the particular text, in addition to the linguistic environment, the circumstances in which the phenomenon appears, etc ., and this is particularly difficult in the case of historical texts. The most frequent interference phenomenon in Old Hungarian texts is the occurrence of Latin elements in the utterances of Hungarian mother tongue speakers; nevertheless, we can find other linguistic interferences as within the regions inhabited by Hungarians the speakers came in contact with and learned the language(s) of several communities with other mother tongues . In this study, I analyse Romanian words and phrases that appear in the texts of Hungarian-language testimonies given by Romanians living in Transylvania; these linguistic elements cannot be classified as regional borrowings in the Hungarian lexicon, and if they can, they were used by the Hungarian speakers for a very short period of time . Thus, my paper analyses phenomena of interference that are connected to mother tongue elements appearing in a foreign language text .
Introduction
Whether there is need for the renewal of the history of the Hungarian language has been a recurrent question of the past few decades . If there is need for that, why and in what direction? If there is not, are there any tasks, topics that need to be investigated? The majority of scholars answered the first question with a yes as research in the history of the Hungarian language seemed to be stagnating . Although the study of the language system involves the analysis of ActA Univ. SApientiAe, eUropeAn And regionAl StUdieS, 9 (2016) [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] DOI: 10 .1515/auseur-2016-0013 the lexicon, of meaning, of phraseology, this cannot be achieved with systematic knowledge alone; their changes are not triggered by the changes within certain sub-systems or their interactions: they are influenced by wider, socio-pragmatic or cognitive, psychological, human factors . That is why in the last third of the 20 th century more and more researchers turned to the various materials found in archives: the materials stored in private and state archives were published, including the texts of witch trials, and these generated an interest not only among historians, litterateurs, and ethnographers but among linguists as well . Approaching historical texts from the perspective of language use threw new light upon the language system, the processes of change within it, and, of course -probably most importantly -, research was completed with the human factor . Thus, language description from the historical point of view does not lack the speaker and the listener anymore, two major actors and doers of communication .
The representatives of the new trend known as dimensional linguistics not only take temporality into account, but -as seen in the research on the geography of language -they have also started to analyse spatial changes and variations; this is complemented with the juxtaposition of the spoken and written language, the human dimension . We now have the possibility to take sociolinguistic and pragmatic aspects into account as well .
The analysis of interference is a popular topic in sociolinguistics, and the researchers addressing it investigate the phenomena of interference with a special regard to mother tongue texts of speakers living in a linguistic minority . In order to analyse the phenomenon, one needs to be clear about the identity of the author of the particular text, in addition to the linguistic environment, the circumstances in which the phenomenon appears, etc ., and this is particularly difficult in the case of historical texts. Moreover, interference and code-switching are phenomena very close to each other, both possibly leading to loans in time although the terms borrowing and loanword are used differently according to the different authors' interpretations .
1 I myself accept Lanstyák's (2006) definition, based on which the borrowings include the concepts of loanwords and foreign words previously used in linguistics . The analysis of borrowings is not the aim of this paper, I only refer to it tangentially . Regarding the difference between interference and code-switching, I accept Bartha's (1999) position, according to which code-switching is the manifestation of interference, and that is why I speak of interference and not code-switching in the texts analysed below . Interference is mostly found in the texts of bi-or plurilingual speakers, as a person speaking several languages can use the elements of two or more languages in one utterance . Thus, interference can function as an umbrella term for all linguistic phenomena that result from the fact that the bilingual speaker uses more than one language in everyday interaction (Bartha 1999: 118) .
Phenomena of Linguistic Interference in Old Hungarian Texts
The most frequent interference phenomenon in Old Hungarian texts is the occurrence of Latin elements in the utterances of Hungarian mother tongue speakers; we can also find other linguistic interferences as within the regions inhabited by Hungarians the speakers came in contact with and learned the language(s) of several communities with other mother tongues, and as a result they could use foreign linguistic elements in their mother tongue texts without loaning these elements afterwards . However, during the editing process of the Erdélyi magyar szótörténeti tár (Transylvanian Hungarian Historical Thesaurus -henceforth SzT .), I noticed a phenomenon that is different from 'more usual' phenomena that are analysed . It is a general trend in sociolinguistic research for foreign elements in mother tongue texts to be the subject of investigation . What sparked my interest was not the high number of mother tongue words used in mother tongue texts: in the Hungarian-language testimonies made by Romanians living in Transylvania, there is a substantial number of Romanian words, phrases which cannot be classified as regional borrowings in the Hungarian lexicon, and, if they can, they were used by the Hungarian speakers for a very short period of time . Thus, my paper analyses phenomena of interference that are connected to mother tongue elements appearing in a foreign language text . At the same time -when related to my topic -, I discuss Romanian elements found in the texts of Hungarian mother tongue speakers as well .
Emerging Issues and the Corpus
The analysis is performed on texts produced in 16-19 th -century Transylvania or in Romanian principalities, texts that constitute the material of the SzT . The texts are either testimonies or letters the authors of which are positively Romanian mother tongue speakers . The most important criterion is thus the fact that we know the identity of the author for certain . Moreover, the location where these texts were taken down is also not indifferent . On this basis, we can most likely assume the ethnicity and mother tongue of the scribe even if we have no other way of knowing it . In the majority of the cases, we have information about the ones testifying, as the scribes had to make accurate notes regarding that . The scriveners of the reports and accounts of censuses, urbaria, and granges are known to mostly having Hungarian as a native language except for those regions where Romanian or Saxon mother tongue speakers were hired to perform such tasks . The regions where the scriveners are most likely Romanian speakers are: Alsó-Fehér County, the southern part of Hunyad County, the Hátszeg and Fogaras Regions, as well as the eastern part of Banat (cf . Lukács s .a ., Lukács 2004 , Nagy 2012 As mentioned above, I do not analyse words, phrases that were or are part of the Hungarian language as regional borrowings . There are some exceptions, however: cases in which -although adapted to Hungarian phonotactic rules in the speech of Hungarians, or having been used by Hungarian speakers -the phonetic variety in the text is identical to the Romanian dialectal or standard variant, and its author is without a doubt a Romanian native speaker . Such examples are kláka, szkutár, or manasztira, which as borrowings are used in the variant forms kaláka ('work party, work bee'), eszkotár ~ iszkotár ~ oszkotár ('shepherd'), monasztéria ~ monosztéria ~ monosztíria ('Orthodox monastery'), but the Romanian speakers use their native language variety . E . (Cf . hurubácska, hurubás, hurubaház, lakóhuruba, zsellérhuruba, etc .) , it is possible that the interrogator was also a Romanian native speaker .
Interference Phenomena
The majority of interference phenomena are one-word lexical code-switching; most of these Romanian words are used in Hungarian texts because they can be considered realia or culture-specific words. Thus, we have to deal with objects and concepts characteristic of the Romanian culture and everyday life, and as such they have no exact Hungarian equivalent; they also might be used in their foreign forms to separate them from the ones that are part of the Hungarian culture and everyday life . Most of such realia can be found among concepts related to customs, religion, certain professions, units of measurement, clothing items, foods, drinks, as well as functions . Of course, not only such phenomena, concepts, and actions can be included here: we find mother tongue words in foreign language texts from all walks of life .
3.1. Lexical, Single-Word Interference 3.1.1. In the field of occupations, we find the following words: bárdás 'carpenter, carver' (1793, 1805), 6 dászkel ~ dászkál 'cantor (teacher) ' (1747, 1792) , szkutár (eszkotár ~ iszkotár ~ oszkotár) 'stock-keeping shepherd', 'stock-keeping herdsman' and 'grange-keeper' (between 1632 and 1757); gornyik 'forester', 'border watch' (between 1726 and 1825); hajtás 'ranger' (between 1805 and 1812); jungár 'boy helping miners' (1806); mósa 'midwife' (1724, 1831); munator 'herd attendant' (1766) ', pakurár 'shepherd' (1687, 1744, 1757) ; piszár 'scrivener' (1656); pitár 'baker' (1656); plájás 'border guard' (1650); podar 'ferryman ' (1746, 1760, 1808) ; porkár 'swine-herd' (1715); vákár 'cowherd'; vocsinik 'apprentice' (1778); zsitár 'border watch ' (1756, 1773) .
Most of these refer to occupations mostly performed by Romanian mother tongue people, such as gornyik, szkutár, munator, pakurár, plájás, porkár, and vákár . I have previously presented the phonetic varieties szkutár can take in the speech of Hungarian and Romanian mother tongue speakers, respectively . We also consider pakulár to be a regional borrowing, but we have three instances where the transcribed variant refers to an interference phenomenon (pakurár cf . 6 The dates in brackets refer to the year of the taking down of the text . ' (1714) . All of these names are used in the parlance of the Orthodox or Greek Orthodox Church, and they also refer to the fact that the particular functions are held by Romanian individuals . This last category contains the term dzsugya ~ dzsugye 'village judge' as well, data for which were found in Hunyad County and Beszterce-Naszód County .
3.1.3. There is one term in the category of units of measurement: patrarica 'quarter of a bushel' . However, the text of the testimony includes not only this one Romanian word, but also tébujéc meaning 'small sack': 1836: bé jŏvetelekkel egy Tébujétzban egy vékánnyit hoztak bé Gabonával . . . az édgyik Cseléd . . . azt a Tébujétzot a Szekérhez ki vitte, és Tŏrŏkbuzát hozott osztán bé, pálinkáért mint egy Patraritzát fizettek [Kendilóna SzD; RLt Zsimán Silipp (52) vall.]. Note that the Romanian professor uses a back-vowel suffix with the word tébujéc. This also demonstrates that it is an interference phenomenon, as a Hungarian native speaker would have used a front-vowel suffix.
3.1.4. The following words can be included in the group of clothing and accessories: babó 'woolen coat' (1797, 1798), csercseje 'earring' (1800), 7 szálba 'necklace' (1742), szárika '(baize)coat' (1739), zgárda 'necklace' (1731) .
3.1.5. Among the foods and drinks, we find mainly terms related to sheep breeding: bálmos 'a dish made from corn flour with sheep cheese, sour cream or butter' (1652), kaskavál 'sheep or goat cheese' (1827), kuretor 'type of cheese' 7
It is to be noted that this word appears identically in the SzékK . (és fel wéwe az o e yogyanak o e lto e zetyth liliomyt, fo e leybevalo éékes čerčel'eyth) . Here, however, the drafter of the text is a Hungarian mother tongue speaker, and thus it is not related to the topic of the paper . Phenomena of Linguistic Interference in Old Hungarian Texts (1805) . This group also includes krupa 'barley porridge' (1683, 1685), munkatura 'food aid' (1822), as well as szuszla 'first-brew pálinka' (1832).
3.1.6. The following terms, phrases can be included in the group related to customs and religious life: ármingyin 'maypole' (1749), picere 'chanting' (1819), pomána 'funeral reception ' (1730, 1739, 1749) , preszkura 'sacrificial bread' (1722), prohod 'funeral, burial' (1768), prohodálás 'burial' (1722), prohodálatlan 'without funeral rites' (1722), szerekuszta '40-day-long prayer for a deceased/ ill person' (1765), ruga 'prayer' (1765), jertecsuna 'pardon, saying goodbye to a dying person' (1810), léturgyia 'liturgy' (1811), szluzsba 'Orthodox mess' (1757), szerindár 'mess of atonement ' (1768, 1804) .
It is also frequent that the Romanian word is embedded into the Hungarian text with Hungarian suffixes. This is especially interesting when they use képző-type (derivational) suffixes and not jel-type or rag-type suffixes (inflectional suffixes) of utmost importance to Hungarian syntax, as the latter are crucial syntactic elements and as such cannot be missing from a Hungarian text . This can be found in two testimonies from the same settlement in Szolnok-Doboka: 1722: Egj leánykám meghalván; a p(ro)hodálására hitta(m) az Berlai (!) Papot [Kecsed SzD; TL . Podár Juvon (42) ' (1756, 1759) , mujere 'woman', 'wife' (1762), sinuj 'buddy' (1806), szamunca ~ szemunca 'offspring, relatives ' (1715, 1718, 1743, 1753), unty 'uncle' (1740, 1765) , matusa 'aunt' (1740, 1764), nyepót 'nephew' (1756), nanás 'godfather', 'best man ' (1777, 1800, 1804) 
There is only one example in texts of letters (1656 3.1.9. Almost all terms from wildlife, names of animals and plants are included in the Transylvanian Hungarian language variety . The majority of such terms are related to sheep and goat husbandry; they are regional borrowings from the Romanian population because the Hungarian community did not use different names for 1-2-year-old, young animals or to designate the utility or species of such animals: Hungarian speakers usually use adjectives for this purpose .
8 Thereby, it is actually possible to consider this borrowing: in the texts of Romanian speakers, we seldom find instances where there are phonetic or any other differences from the forms used in Hungarian . Perhaps the only word that can be included in our analysis is turma meaning 'flock', which is mostly used ' (1714, 1728, 1803) , pojenica 'small glade' (1782), rozor 'furrow' (1763), szeketura 'barren hill or mountainside' (1804), zmnyida 'thicket, greenwood ' (1803) .
The word brázda 'furrow' can also be included here, in the case of which -based on the variant and date -it is certain that at least one instance can be considered an interference phenomenon (1697: az Var megje Tiszteit ki vitŭk akor brázdálták fel az határt, és azan brázdáig mint nagj Barcsiak (!) birtak ... eő Nga gondviselője a brázdán belől Szántatott [Nagybarcsa H; BK sub nro 281 Serban Ignát (80) jb vall .]) . This is because by that period the word of Slavic origin was already used in the forms barázda or borozda in Hungarian .
3.1.14. The rest of the words and phrases can be included in a variety of conceptual groups: bácsokura 'mockery, insult' (1763), norok 'luck' (1757), cinemintyés 'vengeful' (1756), vájdemine 'woe is me!' (1723), porekla 'surname', 'nickname ' (1730, 1740) , dát '(sheep) grazing service' (1700, 1701), globa 'fine' (1760), sugubgyina 'fine' (1761), kolák 'the sum paid by the injured part for finding a perpetrator' (1651), ruptura 'agreement with the landowner regarding services' (1761), kuptor 'baking oven' (1720), papusa 'bundle' (1849), butuk 'tree trunk, stump' (1754), sztupatura 'dam, padding' (1763) 
Conclusions and Further Tasks
Most lexical interferences in foreign, Hungarian language texts produced by Romanian native speakers can be dated to the 18 th century. A significant part can be classified as realia or culture-specific words (denoting customs, phenomena related to religious life, buildings, functions, specific foods, etc.), and there is also a large number of words in the case of which the texts of testimonies contain the Romanian equivalent as a strategy to point out the mother tongue and the ethnicity of individuals .
A further analysis on Romanian phrases and words included in the speech of Hungarian native speakers, their form varieties, their frequency, as well as their derived forms and compositions would be important to conduct . Their temporal and geographical distribution is also significant. Upon completing the two studies, we could not only map the word use of various regions and individuals belonging to different social groups but the analyses could also be compared in order to get a more nuanced picture of the language use habits of speakers from this period . Of course, we should always keep in mind that in the case of historical texts -due to the lack of data -some questions cannot be unequivocally answered .
